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Abstract 

The Secure Hash Algorithm is a cryptographically secure hash function that enables high security in electronic systems. SHA-

256 refers to the output length of 256 bits. The folded SHA-256 algorithm is a one-way functional method that is used to 

represent data in a compact manner. It is utilized in a variety of authentication techniques including digital signal creation, 

password storage, computer vision and database access. SHA is a four step process involving pre-processing, message 

scheduling, digest calculation and digest update. In the partial product accumulation stage, the architecture of 4-2 adder 

compressor in    SHA-256 ensures an improvement in computing time by lowering the number of adders. Architectural folding 

is used for maximum resource sharing between the stages. The delay encountered for the entire system is 2.594 ns and power 

consumption is 177mW. The proposed design successfully attained the throughput efficiency by reducing the critical path 

delay. 
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I. Introduction 

Cryptographic algorithms like hash algorithms are developed to assure security. To perform wide range 

of real time operations, there needs a vast usage of digital communication systems with security. Hash 

functions are used to create cryptographic hashes also known as digital signatures. Hash algorithms are 

used to store passwords. One of the hashing algorithms is SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm). SHA-0, SHA-1, 

SHA-2  

and SHA-3 are the several forms of SHA. SHA-2 is subdivided further into SHA-224, SHA-256,     SHA-512 

and SHA-384. The SHA-1 hash function can be created by the process of loop unfolding,   pre-processing 

and multi input addition based on carry save adder [1] and it involves security issues. SHA-2 was 

developed to overcome the threats posed by SHA-1. The SHA-2 algorithm provides higher security than 

previous hash functions [2]. SHA2 includingSHA-256, 384, and 512 can be implemented in a phased 

manner [3]. Though the development of hash algorithm like SHA-3 is improved in recent years, the need 

for SHA-256 has a great impact over throughput performance and speed.SHA-256 do not have known 

vulnerabilities and it is unbroken. It is used to secure password hashing in Unix and Linux.  

SHA being a one-way hash function, inverting a hash value for an input message is impossible. 

Furthermore, finding a message that generates the same hash value is impossible. These characteristics 

became vital in maintaining the appropriate operation of a hash function [4]. The two components of 

the SHA-256 architecture are the expander and compressor. These components use pipeline concept to 
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implement both the architectures individually [5]. Pipelining involves long delay due to numerous 

calculations in the compressor block. Thus, architectural folding is proposed to reduce the delay.  

The hardware encryption is preferred for military and commercial applications [6]. The hardware 

design for SHA-256 algorithm was focused on reusing data and minimizing critical paths. The SHA-256 

processor was developed with a simplified arithmetic and logic unit that would result in a compact 

design [7, 8].  

It can also be built using shift registers that require less hardware [9, 10, 11]. The hash architecture of 

SHA-256 is becoming very frequently used as computation has been rescheduled to take advantage of 

hardware capabilities. In round functions, three pipelines are employed to replace the critical path, 

allowing the computation chain to be broken into different parts and the long critical path to be 

shortened [12, 13, 14, 15].  

The implementation of SHA-256 hash function at high speed exceeded throughput limit of the 

hash function [16]. The folded architecture of SHA-256 results in reduction of logic gates on 

implementation [17, 18]. The XOR-XNOR and MUX modules can be utilized for the design of 4-2 adder 

compressor [19, 20]. An effective hardware implementation of SHA-256 is difficult to design because of 

long critical path. As a result, the use of architectural folding with a 4-2 adder compressor is presented 

as a new architecture optimization methodology[21-24]. The proposed system improves resource 

sharing in the hardware circuit which reduces the area. This is achieved by sharing same unit to perform 

two or more computations in the system. The 4-2 adder compressor has the advantage in reducing the 

clock cycles. 

II. Methodology 

A. Hashing process  

The hashing process consists of four stages as shown in Fig.1. The algorithm starts with pre-

processing of input message, message scheduling of pre-processed data, digest calculation of the 

scheduled message and ends with digest update of the message. In pre-processing, the input message 

of 'n' bits length is appended with 1 followed by 'k' zero bits for a single character. A character 

represents 8 bit binary information. An 8 bit input is converted to 32 bit pre-processed data. The total 

length of the data should be multiples of 512, since the data is processed into 512 bits block as a whole. 

The bit appending process is known as padding and the expanded data is given to the next stage of 

scheduling. 
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                   Fig.1Hashing process 

 

The thirty-two bit data from 8 bits extending to the scheduling stage is processed with 64 iterative 

loops. Each of the iteration involves a scheduled value of 7 bits and each scheduled value has its unique 

32 bit register value formed by right shift and right rotation operations given by equation 1.  

 W(t)=   Mt,   0 ≤ t ≤ 15 

σ1(Wt−2)+Wt−7+σ0(Wt−15)+Wt−16, 16 ≤ t ≤ 63     (1) 

σ0(x) = ROTR7 (x) ⊕ ROTR18(x) ⊕ SHR3(x) and 

σ1(x) = ROTR17(x) ⊕ ROTR19(x) ⊕ SHR10(x) 

where ROTR denotes a circular rotation to the right, SHR is shifting right, M represents the message bits, 

σ combines rotation and shift operations and W represents 32 bit words. 

 The core of the hash algorithm is digest calculation stage. For each scheduled value and register 

value, the 32 bit values of eight variables A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are created and iterated to 64 loops 

respectively. The variables are initialized in the first iteration and calculated like the hash values from 

H0 to H7. It is governed by a set of expressions given by equation 2: 

 

T1 = H + Σ1(E) + Ch(E, F, G) + Kt + Wt 

 T2 = Σ0(A) + Maj(A, B, C)      

 A = T1 + T2          E = D + T1 

 B = A                     F = E  

 C = B                     G = F  

 D = C                     H = G 

and Ch{x, y, z} = (x ∧ y) ⊕ (¯x ∧ z) 

Maj{x, y, z} = (x ∧ y) ⊕ (x ∧ z) ⊕ (y ∧ z) 

Σ0(x)=ROTR2(x)⊕ROTR13(x)⊕ROTR22(x) 

Σ1(x)=ROTR6(x)⊕ROTR11(x)⊕ROTR25(x)     (2) 

 

where H denotes the initiated hash variable, Ch and Maj represents EXOR operation, Σ represents 

rotation operations and A,B,C,D,E,F,G and H are the eight variables of hash registers. 
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The final stage of the algorithm is digest update. The intermediate hash values of the given data 

are calculated for a single character after the completion of 64 iterations. The data processed with all 

these stages result in digest message of 256 bits obtained by the concatenation of hash values as given 

by equation 3: 

  H0
i = A+H0

(i-1) 

  H1
i = B+H1

(i-1) 

  H2
i = C+H2

(i-1) 

  H3
i = D+H3

(i-1) 

  H4
i = E+H4

(i-1) 

  H5
i = F+H5

(i-1) 

  H6
i = G+H6

(i-1) 

  H7
i = H+H7

(i-1) 

HN = H0
N || H1

N || H2
N || H3

N || H4
N || H5

N || H6
N || H7

N  (3) 

 

B. Architectural folding 

Folding refers to reduction in the number of operations that is folded to a single unit. It is an 

architectural transformation technique different from unrolling process. The longest path between the 

input and output is referred to as critical path. Architectural folding reduces the critical path of the SHA-

256 algorithm by enhancing sharing of resources in the hardware circuit. The functional units in a digital 

system can be minimized using folding technique that uses a factor K. The folding factor of 2 is set to 

reduce the number of adders in the SHA-256 circuit to a minimum. The folding process forces a 

substantial timing overhead in hashing process which would increase the clock cycles linearly to the 

corresponding folding factor. The rescheduling done on the longest critical path has two additions in the 

new path instead of seven additions. In hash variable calculation, the sequence of additions is arranged 

into mutually distinct clock cycles. The SHA-256 critical path is rescheduled, and pipelining is achieved 

by inserting registers in each of the shared adders. As a result, the critical path time in folded 

architectures is reduced. 

 

C. 4-2 adder compressor 

Adder compressors are utilized in arithmetic and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) circuits for low 

power and high performance applications. A compressor is basically two full adders connected together 

as shown in Fig.2.  The full adder can be configured as XOR-XNOR gates and multiplexers. Five inputs 

and three outputs make up the 4-2 adder compressor as shown in Fig.3. It can compute four additions 

simultaneously and hence preferred for its faster operation. This parallelism feature of 4-2 adder 

compressor reduces the critical path of    SHA-256 thereby reducing dynamic power dissipation. This 

adder compressor increases the speed of the circuit as Cout is not dependent on Cin, which allows for 
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faster computation. The 4-2 adder compressor has a feature that makes it more efficient than a 

traditional binary adder. 

 
Fig.2 Internal Structure of 4-2 Adder     Compressor 

 

 
Fig.3 4-2 Adder Compressor 

 

D. Folded SHA-256 architecture 

 The speed and efficiency are achieved by incorporating 4-2 adder compressor in folded    SHA-256 

as shown in Fig.4. This results in seven modulo 232binary adders being replaced by two compressors in 

folded SHA-256 algorithm. To be exact, the variables are rescheduled with lesser clock cycles. This will 

promptly increase the speed rate, throughput performance and decrease the hardware area size. The 

advantages of this architecture are fast, deterministic, more reliable and collision resistant. 

 

 
Fig.4 Folded SHA-256 using 4-2 Adder Compressor 

 

III. Results and discussion 

 The following first four figures represent the simulation results of each of the processes in 

proposed algorithm. In pre-processing stage, padding is done. The given input data is appended with 1 
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followed by zeros. The reference input taken is 8 bit and it is given by 11110000 as shown in Fig.5. The 

padded output is 11110000100000000000000000000000 which is 32 bit length. It is performed for a 

single character and for multiple characters the output is of 512 bits block.  

 

 
Fig.5 Pre-Process 

 

 The scheduling process is done followed by pre-processing. The padded data is fed as input to 

scheduling stage as shown in Fig.6. For a given padded data to be unique, each data is divided into 64 

thirty two bit blocks. Each thirty-two bit block is referred to as register value. For an individual register 

value, a scheduled value of 7 bits is assigned starting from 0 to 64. As a whole, it performs 64 iterations 

for each register value and it takes hundreds of clock cycles to iterate. 

 

 
Fig.6 Message Scheduling 

 

In digest calculation, the hash register values A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are began for the first 

iteration. For 64 iterations, the eight register values get changed and iterated with its own register 
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value and scheduled value. The highlighted values in Fig.7 are taken as reference and given as input to 

the digest update process. 

 

 
Fig.7 Digest Calculation 

 

The final hash digest value is obtained from digest update stage. It is the result of concatenation 

of final values of hash registers. The digest length of 256 bits is obtained as output from SHA algorithm 

as shown in Fig.8. 

 

 
Fig.8 Digest Update 

The simulation result of folded SHA-256 algorithm using 4-2 adder compressor is shown in the 

Fig.9. Input is named as ‘data_in’ and digest refers to the output. The multiplexer values are referred to 

as a0, b0, c0, d0, a1, b1, c1 and d1. The digest value is of 256 bits and the time period to obtain last bit 

is found to be 200ns.  

 

Fig.9 SHA-256 Digest Output 

 The algorithm steps for conventional and proposed system are synthesized and implemented in 

hardware to verify its functionality. The device utilization summary gives the area occupied by the 

design and timing summary gives delay in addition to frequency.Total power of any system refers to the 

combination of its static power and dynamic power. The dynamic power must be lower than static 
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power for an efficient system and it refers to the power at runtime. The implemented results are 

presented in terms of area, power and delay in Table I. 

Table I Performance analysis 

Parameters Conventional 

System 

Proposed 

System 
Number of 

slice LUTs 

used 

2381 350 

Number of 

bonded IOBs 

used 

274 269 

Power 

consumption 
226 mW 177 mW 

Delay 4.679 ns 2.594 ns 

It is observed that the power consumed by folded SHA-256 is 177mW and conventional system is 

226mW. This lowest power consumption is an added advantage to the system. The delay encountered 

by the folded architecture is also less compared to SHA-256 without folding and compressor. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

The folded SHA-256 algorithm has a better scope to the digitalizing world since it produces a 

unique hash value for every bit of information that is completely non-duplicable by other piece of 

information. The proposed folded SHA-256 algorithm has been implemented on FPGA using 4-2 adder 

compressor. It is observed that the proposed design improved the performance of entire system by 

decreasing the delay and power. The delay is reduced by 45% and power is reduced by 22% compared 

to conventional method without folding and compressor. Hence, this architecture gives an approach 

different from conventional way by achieving the balance between high throughput and minimum 

hardware area.  
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